israel and the apartheid analogy wikipedia - hafrada hebrew literally separation is the official description of the policy of the government of israel to separate the palestinian population in palestinian territories from the israeli population in israel the term is used to refer to the general policy of separation the israeli government has adopted and implemented over the palestinians in the west bank and gaza strip, crime of apartheid wikipedia - the crime of apartheid is defined by the 2002 rome statute of the international criminal court as inhumane acts of a character similar to other crimes against humanity committed in the context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime, the genocide of the palestinian people an international - while there has been recent criticism of those taking the position that israel is committing genocide against palestinians there is a long history of human rights scholarship and legal analysis that supports the assertion prominent scholars of the international law crime of genocide and human, exeter palestine solidarity campaign - the murder of razan al najar on 1st june a palestinian volunteer medic razan al najar was fasting and tending to the wounded at gazas artificial fence with israel, settler colonialism and the elimination of the native - hebrew labor or conquest of labor was born of palestinian circumstances and advocated a struggle against palestinian arab workers this fundamental difference demonstrates the confusion created by referring hebrew labor back to the productivization movement and, myths facts online exclusives archive - myth the palestinian authority held a free democratic election in 2005 top fact elections are not synonymous with democracy several arab countries hold elections including egypt and syria but they have only one candidate and there is no doubt about the outcome the dictators are always reelected with nearly 100 percent of the vote, jstor viewing subject law - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, ocasio cortez hedges criticisms of israel i may not use - rising democratic star alexandria ocasio cortez the congressperson to be for a district in the bronx and queens famously tweeted this is a massacre after israel s slaughter of 60 gazans, 1 493 notable peacemakers throughout history maripo com - blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called the children of god matthew 5 9 this web page lists famous peacemakers in birth order thus enabling the visualization of contemporary groups ever changing patterns of peace work over the years names in black are linked to biographies outside this website usually wikipedia, the whole truth citizensamericaparty org - there is a cancer in the land and it is global zionism global zionism has taken over the government the media the military higher education politics law and the banks, the saker why is putin allowing israel to bomb syria - informationclearinghouse recently posted an article by darius shahtahmasebi entitled israel keeps bombing syria and nobody is doing anything about it following this publication i received an email from a reader asking me the following question putin permitting israel to bomb syria